Texas State Child Fatality Review Team Committee
Position Statement:
Fire and Burn Safety for Children

The State Child Fatality Review Team Committee (SCFRT) works closely with local Child Fatality Review Teams (CFRT) to promote public awareness to reduce the number of preventable child deaths. Fire- and burn-related injuries are a cause of much physical suffering and pain. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)\(^1\), fire and burn related injuries: 1. Cost $7.5 billion each year to care for injured individuals in the U.S., 2. Are the third leading cause of fatal injuries occurring in the home and 3. Most fire and burn injuries occur in and around the home.

In a report from the National Fire Protection Association, children under five years of age are one and a half times at higher risk to die in a home fire compared to the general public and are eight times as likely to die in a fire caused by playing with a heat source than any other age group.\(^2\)

Research studies have demonstrated that the groups at most risk for fire related injuries and deaths are children who are\(^2\)\(^3\)
- Younger than five years of age
- Living in poverty
- African American and Native American

Nationwide, fire and burn injuries were the fourth leading cause of unintentional injury death for children ages one to four and the third leading cause of unintentional injury death for children ages five to nine years of age in 2010.\(^4\) In Texas, fire and burn injuries were the fourth leading cause of unintentional injury death for both children ages one to four and children ages five to nine years of age over a five year period (2006-2010)\(^5\). When reviewing 2011 child deaths, Texas Child Fatality Review Teams documented 29 fire- and burn-related child deaths.

Another danger related to home fires, heating of homes and exposure to toxic gases is carbon monoxide poisoning. Carbon monoxide is an odorless, colorless toxic gas that is produced by common household and environmental exposures such as natural gas, propane or other fuel-burning furnaces and heaters, motor vehicle or other gasoline powered engines and generators, fire places and charcoal grills. Breathing in carbon monoxide displaces oxygen carried by hemoglobin, impeding the delivery of oxygen to vital organs and all body tissues. This leads to a lack of oxygen or hypoxia that can range from minor and reversible effects to serious brain and heart damage leading to death. Common early signs of carbon monoxide poisoning are headache, nausea, weakness, rapid breathing, and dizziness.\(^6\)
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The most common burn-related injury in young children presenting to an emergency room for care is scald burns. The majority of the unintentional burns in children are attributed to non-tap water scald injuries. Unintentional non-tap water scald burns most often occurred in the kitchen or dining area and involved hot liquids during cooking, eating and drinking. An important observation noted for prevention was that young children in the study were burned after they opened the microwave door and removed a container with a hot liquid.

Children are exposed to multiple mechanisms where they can suffer injuries from fire- and burn-related injuries and death such as fire- and smoke-related injuries, scald and appliance burns, electrical burns and injuries related to fireworks.

**Recommendations to the State of Texas, The Texas Legislature, Parents, Healthcare Providers and Child Fatality Review Teams**

The SCFRT, along with other leaders in injury prevention such as the CDC, American Academy of Pediatrics, Safe Kids Worldwide, U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, FireSafety.gov, and municipal and volunteer fire departments, makes the following recommendations to prevent fire- and burn-related injuries. Above all else, prevention of burns and all other injuries to children start with age-appropriate supervision of children. Children should not be left unattended or unsupervised in situations where a burn injury can occur.

**Preventing Fire and Smoke-Related Injuries**

**Smoke Alarms:**
- Install smoke alarms on every floor of the house including the basement. Smoke alarms hardwired into the residence power supply are preferred.
- It is recommended to have smoke alarms outside every bedroom or area where people sleep as well as where a furnace is located.
- Use smoke alarms with a flashing light and an alarm for children and adults who are deaf. To avoid false alarms, keep smoke alarms away from the kitchen and bathroom areas. Keep smoke alarms in working order
  - Test and clean smoke alarms once per month.
  - Use long-life batteries, and change batteries at least once per year (coincide with Fall Daylight Savings time change).
  - Replace smoke alarms every 10 years.
  - Never paint a smoke alarm.

**Fire Drills:**
- Develop a fire escape plan for your family.
  - Draw a floor plan of your home.
  - Discuss at least two ways to escape from a room.
  - Insure windows can be opened easily and have room to escape fire.
  - Children younger than five years old or with special healthcare needs will need to have a plan for adult assistance in the fire escape plan.
  - Discuss and practice the fire escape plan every six months.
  - Have a safe place to meet outside of the home.
  - During a fire always use the stairs, not an elevator.
  - Discuss fire escape plan with all who watch your children: relatives, neighbors, sitters.
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Do not open any door if you feel heat from the door or see smoke around or under the door.

- Crawl low to the floor in a smoke-filled room.
- Do not stop until you have reached safety outside your home.
- Do not go back in the burning home.

**If Clothes Catch on Fire:**
- **Stop** and do not run.
- **Drop** to the ground.
- **Roll** over to put out the fire.
- **Cool** burned areas with water.
- **Call** for help.

**House Fires Prevention:**
- Never leave lit cigarettes unattended.
- Never smoke in bed.
- Do not place ashes in trash cans.
- Keep ashtrays away from upholstery and curtains.
- Never leave food unattended on the lit stove.
- Keep flammable objects such as towels and potholders away from cooking areas.
- Do not wear clothes with long and loose fitting sleeves while cooking.
- Never place space heaters or candles near upholstery or drapes.
- Store matches and lighters out of reach of children.
- Adults in the home should learn how and when to use fire extinguishers from manufacturers and their local fire department.

**PREVENTING CARBON MONOXIDE POISONING**
The following precautions are advised for preventing carbon monoxide poisoning:
- If you suspect carbon monoxide poisoning, immediately get fresh air, call 911 and seek prompt medical attention.
- Install battery operated carbon monoxide detectors in the home. Replace batteries at Daylight Savings time change each Spring and Fall.
- Have annual fuel-burning home heating systems checked by qualified service technicians.
- Never use your gas stove or oven to heat your home.
- Never use fuel-burning engines or generators inside your home or near a home window.
- Never use fuel- or charcoal-burning grills or camping stoves inside your home or near a home window.
- Insure your fireplace flue or vent is open and your chimney is clean before lighting a fire.
- Never run your motor vehicle inside your garage.

**PREVENTING SCALD BURNS**
The following precautions are advised for preventing scald burns.

**Tap water burns:**
- Set hot water heaters to 120°F Fahrenheit.
- Always test the water before young children are allowed in the bathtub or shower.
- Consider installing anti-scauld devices on faucet handles. Anti-scauld devices shut off the water if it is too hot.
- Avoid bathing children in the kitchen sink. Faucet handles on kitchen sinks can be accidentally shifted allowing hot water to flow from the faucet. Sink basins with attached garbage disposal can allow very hot water from a draining dishwasher to flow up into the sink.

**Hot liquid burns:**
- Keep young children out of the kitchen or cooking areas.
- Use rear burners to cook and turn cookware handles away from the front of the stove.
- Keep containers with hot liquids or food toward the center or the rear of counter tops and tables.
- Remove table clothes from tables that have hot liquids or food on them.
- Install an anti-tip bracket to stoves.
- Never carry infants or young children at the same time you are holding containers with hot liquids.
- Do not allow young children to use a microwave oven.
- Do not use a microwave oven to heat infant bottles. (Liquids can be hotter than the containers.) Heat infant bottles with warm water.
- Test cooked food or heated liquids to ensure they are not too hot for infants and children.

**PREVENTING APPLIANCE AND ELECTRICAL BURNS**
The following precautions are advised for preventing appliance and electrical burns:

**Apparatuses and tools:**
- Keep children safe and away from hot appliances and tools.
- Unplug appliances not in use.

- **Heaters and Fireplaces:**
  - Keep children away from all space or wall heaters.
  - Use protective coverings for heaters and fireplace.
  - Ensure heaters are level, stable and cannot be tripped over easily.
  - Turn off space heaters when leaving a room or going to bed.
  - Never leave a heater or fireplace on when you sleep or leave the house.
  - Never place heaters within three feet of flammable material such as drapes, furniture or paper.

- **Electrical Burns:**
  - Supervise young children around electrical appliances and outlets in use.
  - Store unused electrical appliances out of reach of young children.
  - Unused electrical outlets should be covered with safety devices that do not pose a choking hazard.
  - Keep electrical cords out of the reach of young children.

**PREVENTING FIREWORKS–RELATED INJURIES**
Although fireworks-related injuries do not directly account for many deaths in the U.S., they do directly account for significant injuries and can cause fatal residential and motor vehicle fires. A study conducted by the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission reported two deaths and almost 9,000 emergency room visits due to injuries from fireworks.\(^\text{11}\) Other studies also show that young children and adolescents suffer the majority of fireworks-related injuries.\(^\text{12}\)

Common injuries related to fireworks are burns and lacerations to the hands and fingers, face and head. Most of the injuries are caused by firecrackers, bottle rockets and sparklers. Sparklers are a common type of fireworks that are used by young children and are often felt to be safe. However, sparklers can achieve temperatures of nearly 2000°F and can cause severe injuries directly to body parts or ignite clothing and start residential fires.

State and municipal laws vary and it is recommended that responsible adult caregivers always supervise children and adolescents when using fireworks and that all federal, state and municipal laws be followed.
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The Federal Hazardous Substance Act and the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission ban the manufacture, sale and acquisition of dangerous fireworks which include:

- M-80’s, quarter sticks, half sticks, and other similar large firecrackers.
- All firecrackers with >50 milligrams of explosive powder.
- All aerial fireworks with >130 milligrams of flash powder.
- Mail-order kits and components for fireworks listed above.

In order to prevent most fireworks-related injuries, it is recommended to view fireworks displays performed by trained professionals. If individuals choose to use legal fireworks, these safety precautions are encouraged:

- Always supervise children around fireworks.
- Young children should not ignite, hold or play with fireworks.
- Do not have any part of your body over ignited fireworks; move to a safe distance once fireworks are ignited.
- Do not attempt to re-use or re-ignite fireworks that do not function.
- Do not throw or point fireworks at anyone.
- Do not ignite fireworks in any container.
- Do not carry fireworks in your pockets or anywhere close to you.
- Have a bucket of water or water hose ready to use in case of a fire.
- Wet used fireworks before disposing of them in the trash.
- Do not alter or combine fireworks.
- Do not make your own fireworks or use illegal explosives.

The SCFRT makes the above recommendations to educate the public in our collaborative effort with local CFRT across the state to promote injury prevention and eliminate all preventable deaths to children and adolescents in Texas. The updated SCFRT Position Statement on Fire and Burn Safety for Children is a product of the research of Dr. Juan Parra, Joe Granberry, and Susan Rodriguez, that was reviewed and approved by the SCFRT membership. This Position Statement will be reviewed annually and updated as new validated information indicates.
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